Abstract Building on black women's critical negotiations of black nationalist discourse, this essay names the matrix of black maternal sounds, songs, and approximated womb-spaces as the site of production for black nationalist ideologies and black male identity. Listening to audible traces of black maternity in Frederick Douglass's 1845 Narrative, Frances E. W. Harper's Iola Leroy (1892), Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man (1952), and Toni Morrison's Song of Solomon (1977), the essay unearths the sonic frameworks through which black male subjectivity and ideologies of black nationalism are formulated. Masculinist black nationalist texts use black women's sounds to enact the subjective rebirths of men, who then abandon black women, thereby erasing their labors in the constitution of black nationalist ideology. However, embedded within these texts are the resonant echoes of black women's pain, which both haunt and structure their respective nationalist discourses. The article reveals the extended history of maternal disavowal in black male-authored nationalistic texts, and counterpoises black women authors' critical responses to these texts in order to reveal that maternal sacrifice proves endemic to masculinist forms of black nationalism. Keywords slavery, song, sound, freedom, maternity, black masculinity Every time I embrace a black woman, I'm embracing slavery.
songs, cries, and metaphors of labor and birth, black maternal suffering proves both productive and shameful -the primordial ooze from which the black man arises, but must leave behind in order to claim a future for himself. In 1960s and 1970s black nationalist circles, the black man was identified "as the true subject of black nationalist discourse," and black women were pushed to its margins (Dubey 1994, 17) . Appallingly, the black nationalisms of this era reproduced Daniel Moynihan's problematic claim in The Negro Family: The Case for National Action (1965) that the matriarchal structure of black American families oppresses black men. While the impact of Moynihan's report cannot be denied, black nationalist tendencies to marginalize and silence black mothers encompass a broad historical terrain into which that moment must be situated. Black nationalism broadly defined is the acknowledgment of a shared "racial heritage and destiny" forged in the crucible of transatlantic slavery that mandates communal "responsib [ility] for the welfare of other black individuals" (Moses 1988, 20) .
Within black nationalism, as with patriarchal forms of nationalism more broadly, there lies a fundamental problem of gender inequity. Angela Davis, Michele Wallace, and bell hooks offer incisive critiques of black nationalism's gender problems. However, these analyses are misunderstood as mere responses to the black power movement and its concomitant black nationalist discourses. Instead, these scholars extend a long-standing legacy of black women's critical assessments of black nationalist ideologies. Kathy Glass (2006, 1) posits that black women writer-activists such as Frances E. W. Harper "transcend[ed] the narrowness of nationalism [by] develop [ing] eclectic resistance strategies and unique forms of political alliance." Seemingly barred by gender from actively producing black nationalism's principles, these women critically examine its conflicting ideological aims in their writing, and center black women as maternal (re)producers of culture. Building on these women's critical assessments, this essay examines the role of black women's sounds, songs, and approximated wombspaces as the unclaimed fundamentals of black nationalist ideologies.
The masculinist desire to relegate black women to subordinate roles obscures gendered aspects of racial oppression to which black nationalism should respond. Moynihan's The Negro Family exacerbates the gendered wounds of slavery by naming the black maternal body as the site of black familial "pathology." Responding to Moynihan's report, Hortense Spillers (2003a, 227) locates its "originary . . . principle" in "the condition of the slave mother [which is] 'forever entailed on all her remotest posterity.'" One, therefore, cannot respond to Moynihan's report without responding to the historical principle to which it tethers itself -"the condition of the [black] mother" (227). Spillers interrogates "condition of the mother," probing the extent of its reducibility to "enslavement," while also suggesting that it signifies the "'mark' and 'knowledge' of the mother upon the child" (227). Spillers, in this essay, postulates that the "knowledge" transmitted from mother to child is both of social status and of self as subject. Her insights allow me to examine texts promulgating black nationalism(s) across a broad timespan to expose that maternal disavowal proves integral to their politics and poetics. Investigating the core of black nationalism, we find that the New World black mother's soundings are necessar y to formulate its ideologies, though her cries are muted in the masculinist imagination.
Maternal acts become abrogated in nationalistic texts by black men who enact their own metaphorical rebirthings through proxy wombs and black women's songs or sounds of pain. These men then claim subjective autonomy and the authority to represent the black community, thereby erasing the presence of black women. The lionized status of black masculinity in nationalist contexts obscures the ways in which black maternity surfaces in the form of sound to engender community, testimony, and subjectivity. Sonic black maternity is first called up to preserve and disseminate communal histor y and then shuttled offsite and disavowed to forward masculinist perspectives of freedom and black nationalism. This disavowal of the centrality of black maternal figures and their sounds to black testimony and subjectivity reaches a critical juncture during the 1960s and 1970s, as black male authority was discursively amplified in radical black movements in the United States. The black nationalist rhetoric of this historical moment effectively silences black women publicly, while requiring their maternal labors offsite. This gendered sleight of hand is not at all unique to this moment, but instead reveals long-standing practices of maternal denial and abandonment that marginalize black women within black nationalist ideologies. As black womanhood is allied with songs and sounds of pain in nationalist texts, this essay unearths echoes of black women's pain to theorize the ways in which these sounds are rendered serviceable in the making of nationalist subjectivities and ideologies. Black male nationalist writers reconstruct wombs as built and/or metaphorical spaces in order to forward a paradigm of male self-making. However, black women's songs and sounds produce what I name a "reverberating aesthetic of black women's pain" that simultaneously structures and haunts texts representing black nationalist thought. This essay tracks these acoustic after-effects in order to uncover these black women as a crucial first step toward sounding their distinct testimonies. Frederick Douglass's Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave (1845), Frances Harper's Iola Leroy; or, Shadows Uplifted (1892), Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man (1952) , and Toni Morrison's Song of Solomon (1977) all place maternal song and sound at the center of their diverse black nationalistic ideologies. In these texts, songs transmit histories and traverse temporal and geographical distances to engender community, while black women's cries warn against danger and express shared pain. Black maternity's sonic dimensions are allied with umbilical and birthing imager y, forwarding a procreative ethos within which black male identity is constituted. However, male-authored nationalist texts frequently absent maternal bearers of song and sound and construct sites that mimic the womb to perform political and subjective rebirth. Douglass's 1845 Narrative provides the womb's blueprint for his literary heirs.
Masculinist textual representations deny women's maternal authority, engendering a dynamic in which "men beget men" (Wright 2004, 125) . Because "the trope of the mother speaks to circularity, connecting . . . future generations to previous ones" (139), a focus on maternal soundings necessitates a mode of textual engagement that traces resonances across time in order to uncover black mothers at the core of nationalist discourse. Harper's positioning of maternal figures in a burgeoning black nationalist discourse provides a template for future black feminist scholars to contest gendered inequities inherent within black activism. Iola Leroy responds to Douglass's call in order to reveal and contest the Narrative's masculinist exceptionalism. While Douglass is not commonly understood as a black nationalist sympathizer in his early career, within this essay I recuperate him as a black nationalist figure because his representative black masculinism and his acts of maternal abandonment prove endemic to future black nationalist ideologies. Douglass's black masculinist exceptionalism comprises an aspirational politics of black male attainment that stakes itself in a claim to represent black male capacity for citizenship. Reading "against the grain" of his testimony, I look to the Narrative's "dislocations" (Levine 2008) , moments in which he "pragmatically," or "to his own surprise -expressed himself in a rhetoric harmonious with that of black nationalism" in order to mark his influence on subsequent imaginings of black nationalism (Moses 2004, 40) . Taking Douglass's Narrative as a text that implicitly traffics in black nationalist discourse, and Iola Leroy as a novel in which "nationalist ingredients inform its ideological orientation" (Glass 2006, 107) , we more clearly understand what Michael Stancliff (2011, 10) calls "the constitutive rhetoric of black nationalism . . . as a working theor y" of what Dexter Gordon names a "discourse in action . . . responsive to the exigencies of the contingent situations in which it operates" (quoted in Stancliff 2011, 10) . Focusing on black mothers and their songs, Iola Leroy contributes "an important ethical register to the cultural rhetoric of black nationalism" (7). Attending to the ways in which the Narrative and Iola Leroy negotiate aspects of black nationalist thought, and to how each influences the ways black nationalism comes to be expressed in the future, I reveal the centrality of black maternal figures, their sounds, and their songs to black nationalist ideologies. Douglass's Narrative presents black women's sounds and bodies in a manner that becomes paradigmatic within masculinist literatures of black nationalism -a paradigm that Iola Leroy unmasks and corrects. Naming Ellison as Douglass's literary heir, the essay examines Invisible Man's use of black women's sounds and proxy wombs as constitutive to the text's black nationalism. Morrison's Song of Solomon provides a sustained critical engagement that looks backward toward Ellison and Douglass in order to expose the sacrifice of black women as constitutive aspects of black nationalist ideologies. Reading these texts together enables us to mark the enduring influence of Douglass's Narrative on masculinist black nationalist literatures, which represent sounding and singing black maternal bodies as both sites of unfreedom and thresholds of black male becoming. (Spillers 2003a, 221) . His biological mother, therefore, is replaced by other maternal figures. Aunt Hester emerges as the most important maternal figure in the Narrative because her cries inaugurate Douglass into the knowledge of his own enslavement. However, he refuses to linger in the impact of Hester's scream. Rather, he (re)presents his attainment of subjectivity as the result of his battle with Covey, which reflects an attempt to formulate a narrative of slaver y's traumas that centers only his experiences.
Hester's voice, as the only black woman's voice represented in the text, manifests its presence in a nonlinguistic cr y, while Douglass's mother and grandmother remain silent, haunting presences. Other slave women also suffer in silence. Douglass narrates the brutalities they endure, but omits any sounds of response on their part to their maltreatment. 1 He, as witness, reports these atrocities, but in a manner that further abjects black women by presenting them as mute objects. 2 Douglass's masculine ideal of freedom requires this silencing. Hester's scream performs a very specific task in the text that, once completed, renders black women's sounds unnecessary. Her cries "awakened" Douglass to the horrors of enslavement, (re)birthing him into the knowledge of his own bondage (Douglass 1999, 18) . Her "heart-rending shrieks" stand in the text as dissipating echoes of his formative experience as opposed to an opportunity for the reader to truly bear witness to Hester's scream (18). Significantly, once Douglass comes into knowledge of his own enslavement, the cries are no longer reported.
While Douglass ceases to report Hester's sounds, his pen cannot contain the impact of her cries of pain. His presentation of the black female body in (sexual) peril, and the attendant "shrieks" of fear and pain are not specific to his Narrative, but a generic convention in the slave narrative tradition. 3 The brutalized female slave and her cries become shorthand for the abasements of bondage that capture the "true character" of slaver y (Douglass 1999, 24) . These cries also serve as "inaugural moments in the formation of the [male] slave" (Hartman 1997, 3) , from which he must subsequently distance himself in the pursuit of freedom.
The 1845 Narrative, among Douglass's writings, most closely adheres to the slave narrative's conventions. Douglass attempts to manage the impact of Hester's scream and to place himself at the center of the Narrative through the textual silencing of other black women.
Because the cries of injured black women have already been cast as representative of the larger black community's status, he must undertake the discursive management of Hester's scream in order to posit himself as an autonomous black male subject empowered to represent the community. One of the manners in which he sublimates Hester's cries becomes evident in his discussion of slave songs.
While songs and cries are distinct from one another, Douglass's Narrative tellingly conflates songs and the sounds of black women, effectively flattening the functional differences between these sonic forms. As Douglass is among the first writers to theorize slaves' music as an act of testimony to their experiences, it is imperative to examine the relationship he constructs between Hester's scream and the slaves' songs, as well as how his use of these distinct sonic forms as synonyms for one another persists in masculinist imaginings of black nationalism. Douglass (1999, 24) muses that "every tone was a testimony against slaver y" and that "these songs" provided his "first glimmering conception of the dehumanizing character of slaver y." These songs supplement his awakening through Hester's cries, and affirm his membership within a community of slaves. The songs are likened in form and in function to the scream -as testimonies to enslavement that are semantically nonsensical. As such, slaves' songs and Hester's scream operate as what Édouard Glissant terms opacities. 4 Douglass imbues the songs with an impenetrable sonic authority to represent experiences of enslavement that cannot be reduced to the logic of narrative. These "incoherent" songs are analogous to Hester's scream, which contains the kernel of slave experience that blooms into Douglass's Narrative (24). The songs and scream provide acoustic evidence of his communal and kinship relationships. As such, both auditory forms mediate Douglass's testimony, and come to be mediated within the Narrative in a manner that sublimates them within his masculinist ideal of freedom.
Douglass insists that the estranging effects of slaver y render him completely without family, yet the Narrative belies this fact. He resides with his grandmother as a child, is cared for by Hester, and lives with an aunt and sister (all of whom are silent save Hester). Douglass also suggests a sense of kinship with his fellow bondsmen through song that, like Hester's scream, must be textually managed by creating psychic and physical distance. He writes, "Those songs . . . quicken my sympathies for my brethren in bonds" (24).
"WHAT IS YOUR MOTHER'S NAME?" 483 Songs, then, engender community among the slaves by disseminating coded knowledge as opaque testimonies to the captives' experiences. Similarly, Hester's scream testifies to her personal injuries while also sounding a warning to young Douglass. The songs, in tandem with Hester's scream, inaugurate him into knowledge of self. Yet for Douglass, neither the songs nor Hester's scream warrant further mention after their revelator y moments. Because he conceives of freedom as autonomy, he "forsakes 'familial or communal postures'" by narratively distancing himself from the implied kinship of the songs and by silencing black women (Andrews 1986, 238) . The singing of slaves, like Hester and other maternal figures, must be left behind in order for Douglass to attain freedom, exposing the similar functions of screams and songs in his text. Douglass (1999, 18 ) names Hester's cry "the blood stained gate, the entrance to the hell of slaver y, through which [he must] pass" into knowledge of his bondage, thereby analogizing her scream to the cry of a laboring mother. His choice to represent Hester's scream as a gate mandates her abandonment. Once inaugurated, and presumably in order to claim an active manhood, Douglass must leave her behind. Similarly, his mother's death and his grandmother's banishment to the fringes of the plantation and the text propose the necessity of male unfettering from female influence as prerequisite to the attainment of freedom. Hester's scream operates in the same manner as the song, both of which prove endemic to the masculinist constructs of freedom upon which the black nationalist tradition comes to rest. Hester's scream enables Douglass's testimony by sounding a warning even while attesting to the brutalities that she personally endures. Significantly, in slave narratives black women's cries of pain metonymically represent communal suffering, rendering the maternal body and its cries as the locus of black communal testimony. The continuity of this trope is evident throughout the body of African American literature, but less attention is given to the wresting of representative power from black women in order to position black men as archetypes of black personhood, and thereby models for the attainment of freedom. Douglass silences black women in the text following his rebirth through Hester's scream to enact a narrative containment that forwards idealized black masculinity as the basis for freedom. However, Hester's cries continue to echo throughout the Narrative, producing a reverberating aesthetic of black women's pain, a literar y resonance that both shapes and exceeds the parameters of the text proper.
In a problematic turn, the slave narrative trope of the screaming black maternal figure ceases to signal her personal injur y and the shared fate of the community. Rather, she herself comes to epitomize all that black men must escape in pursuit of freedom. Fred Moten (2003, 16) highlights the "indistinctness of the conditions of 'mother' and 'enslavement' in the milieu from which Douglass emerges," wherein her perceived capacity to tether her child to a life of bondage prompts maternal disavowal by men seeking subjective autonomy. Just as her cries and communal songs are problematically conflated in the black masculinist imagination, the mother and bondage become synonymous in a manner that marks black maternal figures as degraded, necessitating black men's flights. Freedom, then, for black men, is conceived as an individualistic freedom from the mother, as opposed to freedom with the black family intact, as evidenced by Douglass's acts of abandonment.
Read against Douglass's text, Iola Leroy reveals what the Narrative excises. Harper's novel promotes black utopianism predicated on setting aright the domestic sphere, its nationalist impulse shaped by uplift philosophy that posits a conjoined destiny for blacks. While seemingly incompatible with Douglass's recital of slavery's dehumanizing aspects, Iola Leroy clearly delineates the maternal influences that enable his pursuit of freedom. Douglass promotes an assimilationist, representative masculinism that foregrounds black male experience. In contrast, Harper places "care . . . for others through ethical action" at the core of her work, privileging community over individual subjectivity (Fisher 2010, 21) . Dispersing maternal presence through key feminized figures -including nurturing black men -Harper grounds the maintenance of the black community in maternal acts of caring for one another. 5 While privileging "natural" maternity by birth, Harper's text also honors nontraditional maternal practices within black communities born of the experience of slavery, and effectively responds to Douglass's charge that slaver y destroyed black motherhood, and thereby the possibility of a unified black family.
Iola Leroy's eponymous heroine struggles to reconnect her family torn asunder by slaver y. A young lady of mixed parentage, Iola grows up unaware that her fair-skinned mother is a former slave married to her master. Upon Iola's father's death from yellow fever, his cousin Alfred Lorraine contests the legality of Leroy's marriage to Marie, claims the estate, and remands Marie and her children into slaver y. Iola briefly reconnects with her mother prior to the sale meant to separate them permanently. Fortunately, Iola's brother Harr y receives her warning missive, escapes sale, and joins a colored regiment in the Union Army. Lorraine sells Iola to a man who attempts to force himself on her sexually. Iola maintains her chastity against incredible odds, until Tom, a slave covertly aiding the Union Army, arranges her rescue. She is put to work as a nurse tending to wounded soldiers, soothing them with the songs of her childhood.
One song in particular appeals to Iola's uncle, Robert, who identifies her song as his "mother's hymn" (Harper 1988, 140) . The sonic trace of the "mother's hymn" traverses physical and temporal distances as a recitative practice "handed . . . by the mother" to her children (Spillers 2003a, 228) . The song operates in this text, both during and immediately after slavery, as an aural palimpsest transmitted generationally to mark its bearers with knowledge of and from the mother, and to connect scattered kin. Iola Leroy idealizes maternal song through its ability to engender familial and communal wholeness after the brutal experiences of enslavement. Harper's text disposes of the white father and his attendant promise of "patronymic" inheritance (Spillers 2003a, 218 ). Leroy's inability to make legal provisions to protect his family exposes the manner in which under slaver y "'kinship' . . . can be invaded at any . . . moment by . . . property relations" (Spillers 2003a, 218) . The mother's song intercedes to define the familial unit, and formulates a distinctly maternal inheritance for the descendants of slaves.
Written nearly fifty years after the Narrative, Iola Leroy sounds a response and offers a corrective to Douglass's text. While The Life and Times of Frederick Douglass (1881, 1892) proffers significant revisions that name and claim maternal influences, perhaps in an attempt to "regain . . . the heritage of the mother," the 1845 Narrative occupies a hallowed space within the black nationalist imagination as textual monument to black male autonomy (Spillers 2003a, 228) . The Narrative's paradigm of black male self-making mandates black women's abandonment by representing their cries as intrinsic-not responsive-to slaver y's debasements, thereby intimating that to remain in their proximity resigns one to bondage. Harper's novel "runs counter to the patriarchal orientation of black nationalist projects committed to reinvigorating the masculinity of black men at the expense of black women" (Glass 2006, 114) . Iola Leroy contests Douglass's masculinist quasi-nationalistic impulses that necessitate black female abandonment by imagining possibilities for black men's attainment of freedom other than deserting black mothers. Ben, a courageous slave, refuses his opportunity to escape to the Union Army, stating, "I can't take [my mother] along with me, an' I don't want to be free and leave her behind in slavery" (Harper 1988, 31) . His words illuminate that the black community's ethical priority in freedom should be maintaining the family, with the mother at its center. By installing the mother as the family's core, Harper countermands Douglass's maternal abandonment. Allying the female body to songs that operate as the primar y vehicle for communal bonding, the text imbues mothers and daughters with authority. Song reconnects the family fractured by slavery to mitigate the effects of estrangement. The songs that bind the community together are transmitted from mother to daughter, and are recognizable to their immediate kin. Tellingly, these feminine musical forms precede and enable former slaves' testimonies to traumatic experience. Without the mother's song, testimony is preempted.
Iola Leroy centers maternal song in its enactment of postbellum black nationalism. Tellingly, Robert discovers his mother at a church revival. Harper clearly names maternal song as the impetus for both testimony and reunion. Robert "raise[s] the hymn which Iola had sung for him"-his mother's hymn-which provokes "a dear old mother [to] r[i]se from her seat" and testify to her estrangement from her children as a result of her sale (Harper 1988, 179) . Her testimony prompts Robert to give his own -one of endless searching for a lost mother. Like their testimonies, their reunion also signifies on a communal level: "Mothers whose children had been torn from them in the days of slavery knew how to rejoice in her joy. The young people . . . rejoiced with them" (182). The mother's song, transmitted to and by the daughters of her line, is recognized by the male descendant and aired in the public sphere. Robert thereby prompts his mother's testimony, which, in turn, enables him to testify. Significantly, the mother's song precedes and enables testimony, and engenders familial and communal unity.
The Narrative does not explicitly name maternal sound as fundamental to Douglass's testimonial practice, yet Hester's cries signify the birthing pains through which he gains knowledge of his enslavement. Her cries, like the slaves' songs, provide a sonic record for future replay and recall, shaping his testimony to enslavement. Douglass (1999, 18) writes: "It was the first of a long series of such outrages, of which I was doomed to be a witness and a participant" (my emphasis). This traumatic scene so deeply affects him that he echoes the experience two paragraphs later, more clearly stating his own sense of endangerment. In the midst of this narrative echo Douglass enacts his (re)birth into bondage. He writes, "I hid myself in a closet, and dared not venture out till long after the bloody transaction was over" (19) . Maurice Wallace (2002, 118) states that the "architecture" of the closet "repeats the concealments of speech as the camouflage of Douglass's own sexual terror," citing Douglass's statement "I expected it would be my turn next." I propose that his closeting serves another purpose. Through the closet, Douglass (re)constructs and (re)inhabits a womb-like space, thereby (re)mediating his relationship to the black maternal body. While his doubled recall of Hester's scream amplifies her cry as a primary motif of the text, this amplification also signals Douglass's personal vulnerability. The echoed scream reveals his fear of the possibility of sharing Hester's fate, a merely projective exercise rather than an act of bearing witness to Hester's anguish. For this reason, he seeks recourse in the closet. The built environment displaces the natural womb, marking it as a site of safety insofar as it places a barrier both between Douglass and the lash, and between Douglass and Hester's body, signaling his first step toward physical and psychic detachment from his maternal forebears. Here, Douglass (re)constructs womb space in a manner that comes to mark itself as a signal trope in black male authors' nationalist imaginings, one perhaps most masterfully deployed in Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man.
"Women Disappear"-or Do They?
Invisible Man follows an unnamed protagonist on his quest for identity. After jeopardizing his "scholarship to the state college for Negroes" by offending a white patron (Ellison 1995, 32) , the protagonist travels to New York, where he discovers his invisibility in American society. He undertakes a journey toward self-discovery requiring the persistent reassessment of his identity. Catalyzed by contact with those who "refuse to see [him] ," the protagonist struggles to formulate a usable black nationalism that names and affirms his rightful place within America (3). Both the novel's nationalism and the character's subjective remakings are actualized in the matrix of black women's sounds and (re)constructed wombs. The unnamed protagonist's multiple attempts to claim an identity within a racist society present themselves as a series of becomings. Notably, these becomings are masculine, and do not consider the possibility of complementary, feminine subjectivities. However, the protagonist's multiple attempts at becoming are framed, like Douglass's awakening, by metaphors of rebirth, shoring up maternal presence even as the text attempts to suppress its import and impact. Moreover, Invisible Man maintains the link between black maternal figures, their sounds and songs, and black male autonomy within its conceptual framing, provoking a reading of the text that takes this crucial aspect into account. Black women must be acknowledged for their role in framing the discourse of the text.
By triangulating Ellison's staging of black women, their sounds and songs, and the proxy womb, we recognize black women's profound role in Invisible Man, and their centrality to the novel's black nationalism. Spaces that mimic the womb are laboriously (re)constructed for the unnamed protagonist, conjoining the black maternal body to sounds that connote histor y and home, and initiate the protagonist into various spheres of knowledge. Oscillating between uncovering and recovering black maternal figures at the core of black male subjectivity and black nationalist ideologies, Invisible Man reveals both an investment in and anxiety about black maternal sound. Although represented by a series of peripheral figures, the black woman's ideological import and burden within Invisible Man cannot be overstated. Both Ellison's black nationalism "that expands, while calling attention to, . . . narrowly defined . . . understandings of black nationalisms" (Waligora-Davis 2004, 388) , and his musings about the responsibilities of the oppressed individual to society and society's responsibilities to the individual, require the black female body and its sounds as the unnamed, unclaimed fundamentals of the novel. Nicole WaligoraDavis (2004, 405) offers a cogent remark concerning the place of black women in the novel's riot scene: "While she risks being overlooked amidst the action . . . the black female literally and figurally overwhelms this moment." Although Waligora-Davis's comment specifically indexes the Harlem riot blues singer, the point she makes can be productively extrapolated to characterize the text's overall treatment of black women. Ellison performs the double movement of presenting black female figures as peripheral, while locating their sounds, songs, and maternal labors at the crux of the protagonist's struggles to create an identity. The sheer volume of text devoted to the protagonist's quest for identity seemingly overwhelms the scant depictions of black women, sidelining them. However, a careful listening into the "groove[s]" of the text makes audible the sounds and maternal aspects of black women (Ellison 1995, 443) . Conjoining the maternal with the sonic allows for the physical "disappearing" of black women during critical junctures within the text, which belies their necessity in the making of black male identities.
Importantly, black female figures in Invisible Man symbolically perform maternal labors for the protagonist and the community at large. Each woman offers sounds and songs that signify black Americans' place, which conflates black female presence with home. From the "old singer" and the "beautiful girl" with the "mother's" voice in the prologue (Ellison 1995, 9) , to the "thin brown girl" at the college, to Mary Rambo's "contralto" voice, to his grandmother's song, to the blues singer in the riot scene, Invisible Man's pages resonate with the songs and cries of black women, necessitating an engagement with black maternal sonority (117, 251). The prologue marks maternal sound as the protagonist's means of grappling with questions of freedom. Hearing Louis Armstrong's "What Did I Do to Be So Black and Blue" engenders his descent into the "lower levels" of his consciousness and American history (8). Descent into the underground realm of the music juxtaposes multiple temporalities against one another, embedding the histor y of enslavement within the novel's narrative present, exposing slaver y as the unacknowledged base of American culture. During his descent, the protagonist encounters a "singer of the spirituals" who has given birth to her master's sons, as well as "a beautiful girl . . . pleading in a voice like [his] mother's" (9). The record's breaks disseminate the maternal voice in order to transmit black communal histories, and establish the role of black women's sounds as fundamental to black men's imaginings of freedom.
Significantly, the mother's voice echoes throughout the prologue in a manner that signals black women's sexual abuse under chattel slavery. The "old singer" has birthed children for her master, while the "beautiful girl . . . [stands] before a group of slaveowners who bid for her naked body" (Ellison 1995, 9) . These sexually imperiled black women's "pleading[s]" and "moans" recall Hester's screams, and enable the protagonist to "discover unrecognized compulsions of . . . being," or come into a different sphere of knowledge of self (13). The sounds of black women inaugurate him into a new realm of his subjectivity, even as he is "incapable" of acting in response to the demands of the "familiar music" imbedded in their cries (12). This incapacity to act is echoed in the protagonist's disclaiming of responsibility: "To whom can I be responsible, and why should I be, when you refuse to see me? . . . Responsibility rests upon recognition" (14). Tellingly, his demands for social "recognition" to prompt his "responsibility" are directed toward not black women, but an amorphous "you"/America that reproduces the slave narrative's mode of address, as well as its paradigmatic use of black maternal sounds. Ellison's deployment of slave narrative generic commonplaces allies the protagonist's experiences with those of the enslaved black male seeking freedom and unwittingly reveals the manner in which black men's desire for social recognition allows them to mitigate responsibilities to or for black women.
Other black women in Ellison's text gestate and birth communal histories through their songs, performing maternal labors in the service of communal survival. For instance, the "thin brown girl" at the "Negro college" becomes "transformed by the music" into a "pipe" channeling expressions of communal "anguish" (Ellison 1995, 116-17) . Her sounds provide a sonic record of communal life, evoking home, preserving memories, and disseminating knowledge to engender a future. Tellingly, her body is conflated with a pipe -a conduit through which communal heritage is birthed. Similarly, Mar y Rambo's "contralto" voice offers care through its alliance with familiar folkways that provoke "a feeling of old, almost forgotten relief" that "echo[es]" the protagonist's experiences with his mother and grandmother (251, 253). Later, the blues singer at the Harlem riot offers song as a form of maternal care to the masses, birthing the potential for a different type of self-knowledge into the community, a point to which I will return.
In order to contemplate freedom or subjectivity, the text insists that one grapple with the materiality of black maternal sonicity. Maternal sounds and songs operate in a regenerative manner throughout the text, (re)birthing the protagonist into different spheres of consciousness. His experiences at the hospital after becoming injured at work in a paint factory provide the most salient example of this narrative construct. "Cramped" into a fetal position within a machine approximating the womb, he relies on auditor y traces to make sense of his surroundings (Ellison 1995, 235) : "I listened intensely, aware of the form and movement of sentences and grasping the now subtle rhythmical differences between progressions of sound that questioned and those that made a statement. But still their meanings were lost in the vast whiteness in which I myself was lost" (238). He wonders, "Where did my body end . . . ? No sounds beyond the sluggish inner roar of blood. I couldn't open my eyes. I seemed to exist in some other dimension" (238).
The narrator's state of helplessness while suspended within the box, and his inability to decipher or communicate in language index the fetal stage of development nearing birth. The doctor's written queries call to the fore issues of familial legitimacy and legacy, national belonging, and racial identity. Because "the condition of the . . . mother 'is forever entailed on all her remotest posterity'" (Spillers 2003a, 219), the simple questions "WHO ARE YOU?" and "WHAT IS YOUR MOTHER'S NAME?" (Ellison 1995, 239-40) alternately provoke terror, excitement, and resistance. The protagonist muses that perhaps he is "just this blackness and bewilderment and pain" (240). The machine in which he finds himself trapped provides acoustic accompaniment to the doctor's questions. When asked about his mother, the protagonist cannot identify a person, but instead associates maternal presence with the sound of a scream.
Mother, who was my mother? Mother, the one who screams when you suffer -but who? This was stupid, you always knew your mother's name? Who was it that screamed? Mother? But the scream came from the machine. A machine my mother? . . . Clearly, I was out of my head (240).
Like Douglass, the narrator represents black maternity through a scream. This scream (re)sounds chattel slaver y's capacity to annul kinship ties. The protagonist's inability to name his mother signals the continuance of slavery's severance of black family. The resonant scream locates lost maternity in black women's sounds of pain. This moment recalls both Douglass's Aunt Hester, identified through her "heart-rending shrieks" (Douglass 1999, 18) , as well as the "singer" and "beautiful girl" from the novel's prologue. Interestingly, Ellison's protagonist realizes that the mother's scream "came from the machine," which leads him to question "A machine my mother?" (Ellison 1995, 240) .
Although the protagonist quickly dismisses this possibility, stating "Clearly, I was out of my head," his quer y is worth considering. Machine-as-mother is predicated on the "thingification" (Césaire 2000, 42) of black life instantiated by the systematic denial of personhood under the regime of chattel slaver y. Slaver y institutionally reduced the black body to its instrumental capacities and codified black maternity as the manufacture of laboring bodies, and black women's maternal milk and care as extractable commodities. This mother-machine dynamic is forcefully underscored by the protagonist's experience of being reborn from within the bowels of the factor y hospital: "I felt a tug at my belly and looked down to see one of the physicians pull the chord which was attached to the stomach node . . . . I recoiled inwardly as though the chord were a part of me" (Ellison 1995, 243-44) . The stomach node signifies the manner in which slavery disabled black maternity, and thereby black knowledge of self, via the machine. The protagonist's abortive rebirth occurs within the matrix of black maternal sound and a constructed womb, obliquely echoing Douglass's experience of rebirth from the closet awash in the sounds of Hester's cries.
Preceding this experience, the narrator's grandmother's song awakens him. After drifting into a fantastical dream, he remarks, "I came back," revealing childhood memories of his grandmother's song, which marks the first time he "saw the hounds chasing black men in stripes and chains" (Ellison 1995, 234) . The grandmother and imprisoned black men appear simultaneously, wedding maternal presence to both song and black male bondage, in equal measure. Grandmother's song memorializes the bound men, prior to the protagonist ordaining the mother as she "who screams when you suffer," exposing these maternal soundings as transitory spaces for gestating black male identities (240). Here, the maternal scream, as in the slave narrative, represents collective suffering. However, in order to mitigate black women's representative power, the protagonist must cross the scream's threshold and leave her behind. (Re)constructed wombspaces in the laborator y hospital and the protagonist's underground dwelling displace actual maternal bodies, reducing black women generationally to resounding screams sublimated in the interests of black male self-making. "The music became a distinct wail of female pain" immediately prior to his encounter with the inquisitive doctor, echoing Douglass's encounter with Hester's scream as that which births him into knowledge of his enslavement (235). The "glass and metal float[ing] above the protagonist" recall Douglass's closeting in a proxy womb (235). Deemed by his torturers "a new man," the protagonist reflects slavery's legacy in black life (245). He is the bearer of an incomplete heritage made so through purposeful erasure. His statement "When I discover who I am, I'll be free" is undermined by the bestowal of his name by the last interviewer (243). This naming reveals itself as violent. Forcibly (re)instating maternal severance, the interviewer interdicts the protagonist's ability to claim an identity for himself, (re)injuring him: "Already he had called my name and . . . a pain stabbed through my head" (246) .
In this scene black maternity is abstracted in a manner that physically absents the black woman while echoing her voice. The cold, white machine in which the protagonist has been forcibly placed dislocates his maternal figures, relegating the process of rebirth to authoritative white male figures. This moment reflects the ways in which chattel slaver y forcibly instated disabled maternity as the primar y mode of familial engagement for blacks in the Americas. While Ellison's protagonist is (re)connected to black communal history through the memory of his grandmother's song and the mother's scream, his rebirth is predicated on black women's material absence. The sound/ source split engenders his next becoming. Each space reconfigured as womb in the text disallows actual female presence. Abstracting black women to phantasmal presences conceals black maternity at black testimony's core and places the black male at the center of black nationalism. While the constructed womb signifies the ways in which whiteness estranges the black male from his mother figures, black maternal screams and songs usher the protagonist into different, if still stunted, phases of self-consciousness. Tellingly, the grandmother's presence is allied with black men's imprisonment, conflating proximity to maternal figures with bondage.
After his abortive experience at the factory hospital, the protagonist emerges from the subway on Lenox avenue, assessing his surroundings "with . . . infant's eyes," unable to stand on his own (Ellison 1995, 251) . After crumpling to the ground, he hears "the big dark woman ['s] . . . husky-voiced contralto" inquiring about his well-being (251).
Mary Rambo insists that she will "take care of [him]" (252), which in tandem with her contralto voice, marks her as one of the text's substitute maternal figures. The protagonist finds "living with her pleasant except for her constant talk about . . . responsibility" to the black community (258). Chafing at Mary's words even as he accepts her generosity, he muses that she is "a stable, familiar force like something out of my past which kept me from whirling off into some unknown," rather than his "friend" (258). Mary's voice and home act as protective structures against the wider world that allow him to incubate and develop his sense of personhood. While inhabiting the womb-like safety of Mary's home, he makes a speech during an elderly couple's eviction that engenders a significant shift. Having been observed during the speech by Jack, a leader of the "Brotherhood," the protagonist receives a job offer that will change the course of his life. "The odor of Mar y's cabbage" makes him consider that he doesn't "even know how much . . . [he] owe [s] her" (296). As Mar y sings "a troubled song" in her "clear and untroubled" voice, he comes to a "calm sense of [his] indebtedness" that propels him to act on Jack's offer (297).
Ellison once again displays the ways in which whiteness intervenes to separate black men from maternal influence when the protagonist enters the Brotherhood. Jack mandates that he move from Mary's house as a condition of his employment. The protagonist wonders, "Why should it be . . . that the ver y job which might make it possible for me to do some of the things which [Mar y] expected of me required that I leave her?" (Ellison 1995, 315) . He notes the necessity of his estrangement from this maternal figure, as well as the Harlem community, as prerequisite for his appointed role as community leader. However, his reverie is undercut by his criticism of the "we" that "people like Mary" impose on him, which inhibits his ability to "think in terms of 'me'" (316). Ironically, the protagonist is fully invested in the Brotherhood's "different, bigger 'we'" (316). His desire for autonomy belies his yearnings for social recognition from whites. After attempting to repay Mar y's kindnesses with a "hundred dollar bill," he takes his leave without warning that he won't return (325). Ellison writes, "Mary was singing something sad and serene . . . as I opened the door . . . . I took the faintly perfumed paper from my wallet . . . . and took a long, hard look at my new Brotherhood name" (327). Mar y's "sad and serene" song, like the "old singer's . . . moan," the screaming mother/machine, and the grandmother's song, ushers the protagonist into a different sphere of his subjectivity, and actualizes the reverberating aesthetic of black women's pain that structures and exceeds the text. Importantly, he believes that both his autonomy and authority to represent the community ultimately require his detachment, which reflects his investment in a masculinist freedom from black women. This moment also exposes that the individualist rhetoric of black masculinist exceptionalism belies the fact that recognition from white men comprises a significant measure of black men's freedom.
Notably, this frenetic double movement away from black women and toward white men is not unique to Ellison's novel. Instead, Invisible Man reveals the ways in which masculinist forms of black nationalism use both white patriarchal principles and various forms of disconnection from the black community to bolster black males' claims to authority. Tellingly, Ellison (1995, 378) places the protagonist squarely within the lineage of Douglass during his tenure at the Brotherhood when he receives a portrait of the "great man" from Brother Tarp, who urges him to "take a look at him ever y once in a while," as the model for black male leadership. The protagonist ponders Douglass's meteoric rise to national acclaim, stating, "He talked his way from slaver y to a government ministry" (381). He thinks, "Perhaps . . . something of the kind is happening to me," underscoring his identification with Douglass while also claiming "escape" as requisite to his ability to "bec[o]me himself [and] define . . . himself" (381). The young orator never questions who Douglass left behind. While Ellison's text attempts to critique America's systemic abuse of black women by uncovering figures like the "singer" and Mar y Rambo, the novel does not liberate black women from slaver y's procreative matrix. Invisible Man actualizes rebirths in the absence of women, utilizing black women's songs and haunting sounds of pain to engender the protagonist's shifts into various spheres of consciousness. Accordingly, the text both reflects the historical continuity of this problematic gendered paradigm, and prefigures the manner in which 1960s nationalisms reduce black women's roles to the physical and psychic maintenance of men who actively define and engage in the struggle. The Harlem riot scene espouses a critique of America's abuses of black women grounded in its histor y of enslavement, yet misses the opportunity to identify maternal power and authority as central to the politics of black nationalism.
In the chaos of the riot, black women's collective focus on survival leads them to steal food as they seek to sustain the community and to ensure the possibility of a future. When one of the rioting men, Dupre, prepares to burn the tenement in which he lives, a pregnant woman, her "belly heavy and high" nearing her deliver y date, begs him not to follow through with his plan (Ellison 1995, 547) . Thinking only of the loss of his own child to tuberculosis in the "deathtrap" building, he states "I bet a man ain't no more go'n be born in there" (547). Dupre's willingness to sacrifice both the pregnant mother and the unborn child offers a critical assessment of black male leaders who ignore the needs of the community. It also critiques the belief that black maternal figures tether black men to a degraded past. While Dupre can only imagine a future that blots out the past, Lottie and the other women attempt to ensure the community's capacity to fight another day.
However critical of militant forms of black nationalism's misuse of black women this moment appears, Ellison's portrayal of the text's most visible black woman undercuts his critique. "Excessive to Ellison's reconstitution of a poetics of suffering necessary to refigure the black body as the embodiment of an American national identity," the blues singer on the milk wagon brings the novel's underground black maternal figures emphatically to the fore (Waligora-Davis 2004, 401) . If the prologue slyly instates the "old singer" as she who birthed the nation, then the blues singer offering "free beer" exposes radical liberatory possibilities for the black community, and its own failure to recognize black women as the source of these possibilities-a missed opportunity. Ellison writes:
And I saw a crowd of men running up pulling a Borden's milk wagon, on top of which . . . a huge woman wearing a gingham pinafore sat drinking beer from a barrel which sat before her. . . . She . . . threw back her head and shouted passionately in a fullthroated voice of blues singer's timbre:
………………
Free beer!! -sloshing the dipper of beer around.
We stepped aside, amazed, as she bowed graciously from side to side like a tipsy fat lady in a circus parade, the dipper like a gravy "WHAT IS YOUR MOTHER'S NAME?" 497 spoon in her enormous hand. Then she laughed and drank deeply while reaching over nonchalantly with her free hand to send quart after quart of milk crashing into the street. And all the time the men running with the wagon over the debris. Around me there were shouts of laughter and disapproval. The blues singer's acts of waste discursively marginalize her. Shuttling this figure to the margins exposes Invisible Man's obsessive processes of revealing black maternal figures only to leave them behind. Here, Ellison may attempt to "reposition the role of the black female within the space of the national imaginar y" (Waligora-Davis 2004, 406) , but presenting a strategically costumed grotesque who recalls the aesthetics of the plantation to provoke "disapproval" mitigates her song's potential importance. The blueswoman perversely echoes Mary Rambo's gifts of home and sustenance to the struggling protagonist by offering free beer in tandem with her song. Tossing milk from the Borden's wagon, the blueswoman literally feeds the streets, reflecting the manner in which slavery rerouted black maternal milk from the community, and used this milk to nourish America's exploitative capitalist structure. Significantly, kerosene carried by Dupre's men "splashed into the spilt milk," suggesting that communal acts of gendered silencing taint this milk as well (545).
Ellison offers a trenchant critique of some of the most pernicious aspects of black nationalism by making visible the manner in which women and children become sacrificed to men's desires to wipe out the past. Sadly, the protagonist's susceptibility to reproduce some of the most troubling aspects of black nationalist ideology stem from his desire to "speak for" the black community (Ellison 1995, 581) . Like Douglass, Ellison amplifies, then sublimates black maternal presence in a manner that undercuts his critique. He falls prey to the very tendencies he criticizes. Tellingly, the blues singer's appearance suggests the radical possibilities attending the powerful mammy stereotype of black female fecundity and plenitude, only to deny them. The comic staging of the blues singer and the men who carry her "throne" problematically echoes America's gross misrepresentations of black maternal care, and its impact on the black community. While all of the women perform maternal acts, the blues singer provokes communal shame. However, whether characterized as righteous or grotesque, the novel's maternal figures all suffer the same fate-abandonment.
What Ellison ultimately exposes in layering these black maternal figures one upon the other is that neither the black community's, nor the nation's, ethical obligations to black mothers will be met. Even as the text locates the origins of black/national identity in black maternal sound, it denies the full potential of its own claims. The protagonist's inability to recall his mother's name, his abandonment of Mary Rambo, Dupre's burning of the tenement against Lottie's protest, and the disapproval directed at the blues singer make apparent the gendered inequities in black communal duty. There is no attempt to redress the specific injuries inflicted on black mothers. Ellison's text, while using the black maternal body and its sounds to mark shifts in the protagonist's perspective, reaches an aporia in its inability to articulate responsibilities to, or for, black women. Instead, the text consistently uses, and then marginalizes, black maternal figures to engender the protagonist's endless becomings, reflecting a fundamental problem within black nationalist thought. The imperative to center black men as active agents of black liberator y politics requires the simultaneous use and denial of the maternal aspects of black womanhood. The black male nationalist subject utilizes gifts of sustenance and song, and moves into spheres purportedly beyond maternal influence. He walks, alone, into the future. Invisible Man, then, begs this question without fully addressing it: What is the black woman's place in the "future" (of America or black nationalism) if black men are cast as its representatives? Song of Solomon solemnly answers: She will be sacrificed.
"I Am Not to Belong to the Future"
The turbulent late 1960s are recognized as the height of black nationalism in America and abroad. Concomitant decolonial movements in Africa, the West Indies, and in the Asian subcontinent produced "third world" political affinities often most forcefully expressed in black nationalist/black power rhetoric. If this moment proves the apex of ideologies of black cultural and political unity, it is also troubled by divisions, gender chief among them. The construct in Douglass's Narrative that attaches enslavement to black maternal figures becomes reinvigorated, marking black women as signifiers of conformity to "oppressive structures" (Dubey 1994, 17) . Eldridge Cleaver's famous statement (quoted above in my epigraph), ''Every time I embrace a "WHAT IS YOUR MOTHER'S NAME?" 499 black woman I'm embracing slaver y," reinforces the necessity of black female abandonment modeled by Douglass and Invisible Man's unnamed protagonist. At the same time, "the black nationalists' womb-centered definition of black women" requires their maternal labors for "breeding revolutionaries" (Dubey 1994, 19) . The "new" ideology marks a continuance of the problematic relationship to maternal figures that historically plagues black nationalism.
Song of Solomon serves as a feminist engagement with the historical trajectory of masculinist black nationalist ideologies that exposes the manner in which freedom came to be constructed as male autonomy through the abandonment of black women. These women's maternal labors, songs, and sounds of pain compose the discursive matrix of black male becoming. The novel uncovers a genealogy of black female sacrifice that reveals the historical continuity of the interlocking significance of black women, their songs and sounds, and black nationalist ideologies through the character Pilate. Pilate, as song bearer, embodies the link between past and present that enables Milkman's "ironic quest" to understand his family's history (Wall 2005, 219) . However, she has no access to the song's meaning and, along with other women, is sacrificed to male imperatives.
Pilate's consistent singing and adherence to seemingly outmoded ways of living mark her as a vestige from the past, or a reservoir of cultural heritage. Pilate's song as metonym for black culture posits an understanding of memory that runs counter to, yet enables the fleshing out of the historical record. Milkman's desire for wealth impels his quest south toward the Dead family's site of origin, but Pilate's "song is the key . . . . that transforms his search for gold into an acknowledgement of his heritage" (Wilentz 1992, 63 ). Pilate's "powerful contralto" voice signifies home and safety for her male kin, echoing Mary Rambo's voice both in form and in purpose, while also serving, like the "mother's hymn" in Iola Leroy, as a bridge connecting past and future generations (Morrison 2004, 6) . Her song presents an enigmatic myster y to Milkman and signifies nothing at all to his friend Guitar. The two young men represent the competing ideologies of 1960s cultural and revolutionary nationalisms -Milkman pulled into the past by his desire to uncover "origins" and Guitar seeking a future that obliterates the past. Pilate "symbolically . . . exists as a merger between Milkman's cultural nationalist characteristics and Guitar's revolutionar y militancy" (Eaton 2008, 34) . However, the symbolic the site of her maternal ancestor's abandonment. In the midst of her reconciliatory act, she is sacrificed like Ryna and Sing before her. Pilate's flying "without ever leaving the ground" constitutes her body as the ground from which Milkman can take flight. His leap from beside Pilate's lifeless body renders him "as bright and fleet as a lodestar" (337). Pilate's demise, for which he only obliquely accepts responsibility, culminates Milkman's paternal inheritance in his ability to take flight. Through her death, Milkman is reborn. "Lodestar" signifies a directive or tenet that navigates a course of action. Morrison thereby reveals that the sacrificed mother comprises the ground, the problematic historical guiding principle, of all black nationalist ideologies.
This, then, is the mystery Song of Solomon solves through its cyclical engagement with maternal song and sound. Morrison's text exposes the historical continuity of the abandonment of black women as a constitutive feature of black nationalist ideologies through a narrative journey, which uncovers the lost and silenced mothers in Pilate's song. While maternal ancestors and familial histor y are discovered through the song, Song of Solomon ultimately refutes Iola Leroy's utopianism. Pilate is cut down at the site of her grandmother's abandonment, and her name -like those of her foremothers -is stricken from the historical record. Morrison thereby critiques the masculinist construct of freedom from black mothers at the core of black nationalist ideologies that mandates these women's sacrifice. Pilate's death and Milkman's impending embrace in "the killing arms of his brother" Guitar sound a grim warning that the masculinist desire for complete autonomy assures only destruction (Morrison 2004, 337) . Morrison suggests that the black nationalist ideal of black male freedom as the ability to "fly off" also dictates that black women are "not to belong to the future" (Walker 1977, 221) . Song of Solomon's disturbing ending both offers a jarring counterpoint, and forces a return to its opening epigraph. Morrison writes, "The fathers may soar / And the children may know their names." "And" suggests that soaring need not equate with flying off -that black men may exercise subjective autonomy "And " attain freedom with the "children," who "may know their " fathers' and their own names, as well as the names of their mothers, whose songs and cries birth these possibilities into existence.
